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Move On Up Wrap 

UK Version 

By Martin Up North (www.martinupnorthblog.wordpress.com) 

 

 

 

Materials 

Hook 5.5mm 

Scheepjes Cahlista 100% natural cotton, 50 gram / 85 meters 

6 gram of yarn used per row 

See colour scheme  

Scissors 
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Measurements 

Width: 65cm / 25.59in 

Length:140cm / 55.12in 

 

Abbreviations (U.S. / European crochet terms) 

ch(s) chain or chain stitches 
dc double crochet 
dtr double treble crochet 
blo back loop only: insert hook under back loop only 
flo front loop only: insert hook under front loop only 
FPdtr front post double treble crochet or stitch required with FP: insert hook from back to front to back 
to go around post of stitch indicated, work the stitch required 
rep(s) repeat 
 
 

Special Abbreviations 
  
Double treble in front loop only in two rows below: yarn over two times, insert hook in front loop only 
in stitch two rows below, yarn over pull through (4loops on hook), yarn over, pull through two loops (3 
loops on hook), yarn over, pull through 2 loops (2loops on hook), yarn over, pull through last two loops. 
 
FPdtr in dtr in row 101: in row 103 you are going to change the direction of diagonal double treble 
rows. Yarn over two times, hook from front to back to front around the double treble in row 101, yarn 
over, pull through (4 loops on hook) yarn over, pull through two loops (3 loops on hook), yarn over, pull 
through two loops (2 loops on hook), yarn over, pull through last two loops. 
 
Join new yarn: make a slipknot, insert hook in first stitch, place yarn on hook, pull through, yarn over, 
pull through. 
 
Fasten off: leave a long threat, cut yarn, draw the cut end through the last remaining loop on the hook, 
pull on the tail of yarn to snug up the end.  
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Pattern notes 
 

 The pattern is based on the apache tear pattern.  

 The joining chain is never counted as a stitch. 

 The end chain is never counted as a stitch. 

 First dc is always crocheted in the first stitch (same stitch as yarn is joined) 

 Last dc is always crocheted in the last stitch. 

 The stitch behind the double treble in front loop only or front post is not crocheted. 

 In row 5 to row 199 you always have 2 dcs, 20 dtr in flo in stitch two rows below and 82 dcs in 
blo (except row 103) 

 To understand the pattern, it can be divided in two sides. First half (stitch 1 to stitch 52) and 
second half (stitch 53 to 104) 

 In row 6 to 102 the double trebles are crocheted before the doule trebles of the row below in the 
first half. In the second half the double trebles are crocheted after the double trebles of the row 
below. (except for the two double trebles in the middle in row 5 and every fifth row, when you 
start a new diagonal row of double trebles so to say) 

 
 
 

 Row 103 is the “changing row”. It is the first row where the direction of the double treble pattern 
changes and it is the first row to repeat a colour. The FPdtr are crocheted around the trebles in 
row 101 which means that they are the same colour. 
 
 
 
 
. 
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 After row 103 you change directions of the diagonal double treble rows. That means that from 
row 104 to 199 in the first half of every row the double treble is crocheted after the double 
trebles of the row below. In the second half the double trebles are crocheted before the double 
trebles in the row below.(except for the first and last double treble of row 106 and every fifth 
row, when you start a new diagonal row of double trebles so to say)  

 
 

 

 If you find the pattern notes confusing (especially the part where I try to explain the diagonal 
double treble rows) just follow the written pattern and I hope you will understand what I mean.  

 The pattern is adjustable by a multiple of 10 stitches. (5 stitches on every side which means that 
you add one repetition on every side). 10 stitches make the pattern approximately 6cm wider. 

 Start every row with a long thread and leave a long threat of yarn (approximately 15 cm) when 
fastening off.  

 A border is optional. I just cut off the threads at the same length. ( ca.10cm) 
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Pattern 
 
Row 1 Chain 105 

Row 2 dc in second chain, 1dc in every stitch, ch1 fasten off.  (104 dcs) 

Row 3 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 102 dcs in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 4 as row 3. 

Row 5 join new yarn,1dc in first dc, 5dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 times, 

1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows 

below* rep 8 times, 5dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 6 join new yarn,1dc in first dc, 4dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 times, 

1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 2dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in 

stitch 2 rows below* rep 8 times, 4dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 7 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 3dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 times, 

1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo, 1dtr in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 

rows below* rep 8 times, 3dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 8 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 2dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 times, 

1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 6dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in 

stitch 2 rows below* rep 8 times, 2dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 9 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 1dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 times, 

1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 8dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in 

stitch 2 rows below* rep 8 times, 1dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Rep row 5 to row 9 18 times 

Row 100 as row 5 

Row 101 as row 6 

Row 102 as row 7 

Row 103 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 4dc in blo, *1FPdtr in dtr in row 101, 4dc in blo* rep 8 times, 

1FPdtr in dtr in row 101, 2dc in blo,*1FPdtr in row in dtr in row101, 4dc* rep 8 times, 4dc in blo, 1dc, 

ch1, fasten off. 

Row 104 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 5dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 

times, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 

rows below* rep 8 times, 5dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 105 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 1dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 

times, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 8dc in blo , 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in 

flo in stitch 2 rows below* rep 8 times, 1dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 106 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 2dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 

times, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 6dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo 

in stitch 2 rows below* rep 8 times, 2dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 
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Row 107 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 3dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 

times, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo, 1dtr in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in 

stitch 2 rows below* rep 8 times, 3dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 108 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 4dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 

times, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 2dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo 

in stitch 2 rows below* rep 8 times, 4dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 109 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 5dc in blo, *1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 4dc in blo* rep 8 

times, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 rows below, *4dc in blo, 1dtr in flo in stitch 2 

rows below* rep 8 times, 5dc in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Rep row 105 to 109 18 times. 

Row 200 join new yarn, 1dc in first dc, 102 dcs in blo, 1dc, ch1, fasten off. 

Row 201 as row 200. 

Row 202 join yarn, 1dc in every dc, ch1 fasten off. (104 dcs) 

Cut all ends at the same length. 
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Colour Scheme 

1: snow white 106 (row 1,2,3,4 and 

200,201,202) 

2: bridal white 105 (row 5 and 199) 

3: old lace 130 (row 6 and 198) 

4: petal peach 263 (row 7 and 197) 

5: nude 255 (row 8 and 196) 

6: peach 523 (row 9 and 195) 

7: vintage peach 414 (row 10 and 

194) 

8: apricot 524 (row 11 and 193) 

9: powder oink 238 (row 12 and 

192) 

10: old rose 408 (row 13 and 191) 

11: marshmallow 518 (row 14 and 

190) 

12: soft rose 409 (row 15 and 189) 

13: light coral 264 (row 16 and 

188) 

14: icy pink 246 (row 17 and 187) 

15: tulip 222 (row 18 and 186) 

16: fresia 519¨(row 19 and 185) 

17: shocking pink 114 (row 20 and 

184) 

18: linen 505 (row 21 and 183) 

19: English tea 404 (row 22 and 

182) 

20: champagne 248 (row 23 and 

181) 

21: sweet orange 411 (row 24 and 

180) 

22:  tangerine 281 (row 25 and 

179) 

23: peach 386 (row 26 and 178) 

24: royal orange 189 (row 27 and 

177) 

25: rich coral 410 (row 28 and 176) 

26: watermelon 252 (row 29 and 

175) 

27: carmelia rose 256 (row 30 and 

174) 

28: poppy rose 390 (row 31 and 

173) 

29: hot red 115 (row 32 and 172) 

30: candy apple 516 (row 33 and 

171) 

31: cherry 413 (row 34 and 170) 

32: rosewood 258 (row 35 and 

169) 

33: scarlet 192 (row 36 and 168) 

34: ruby 517 (row 37 and 167) 

35: lilac mist 399 (row 38 and 166) 

36: light orchid 226 (row 39 and 

165) 

37: colonial rose 398 (row 40 and 

164) 

38: garden rose 251 (row 41 and 

163) 

39: delphinium 113 (row 42 and 

162) 

40 deep amethyst 508 (row 43 and 

161) 

41: deep violet 521 (row 44 and 

160)  

42: ultra violet 282 (row 45 and 

159) 

43: tyrian purple 128 (row 46 and 

158) 

44: shadow purple 394 (row 47 

and 157) 

45: ashes 526 (row 48 and 156) 

46: amethyst 240 (row 49 and 155) 

47: root beer 157 (row 50 and 154) 

48: chocolate 507 (row 51 and 

153) 

49: jet black 110 (row 52 and 152) 

50: mercury 074 (row 53 and 151) 

51: light silver 172 (row 54 and 

150) 

52: silver blue 528 (row 55 and 

149) 

53: cyan 397 (row 56 and 148) 

54: tropic 253 (row 57 and 147) 

55: crystalline 385 (row 58 and 

146) 

56: baby blue 509 (row 59 and 

145) 

57: bluebell 173 (row 60 and 144) 

58: vivid blue 146 (row 61 and 

143) 

59: powder blue 384 (row 62 and 

142) 

60: sky blue 510 (row 63 and 141) 

61: cornflower 511 (row 64 and 

140) 

62: bluebird 247 (row 65 and 139) 

63: capri blue 261 (row 66 and 

138) 

64: electric blue 201 (row 67 and 

137) 

65: midnight 527 (row 68 and 136) 

66: light navy 164 (row 69 and 

135) 

67: charcoal 393 (row 70 and 134) 

68: ultramarine 124 (row 71 and 

133) 

69: unknown (row 72 and 132) 

70: lemonade 403 (row 73 and 

131) 

71: primrose 522 (row 74 and 130) 

72: lemon 280 (row 75 and 129) 

73: yellow gold 208 (row 76 and 

128) 

74: ginger gold 383 (row 77 and 

127) 
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75: lime juice 392 (row 78 and 

126) 

76: green yellow 245 (row 79 and 

125) 

77: lime 512 (row 80 and 124) 

78: apple granny 513 (row 81 and 

123) 

79: kiwi 205 (row 82 and 122) 

80: apple green 389 (row 83 and 

121)  

81: emerald 515 (row 84 and 120) 

82: parrot green 241 (row 85 and 

119) 

83: jade 514 (row 86 and 118) 

84: soft beige 406 (row 87 and 

117) 

85: metal grey 242 (row 88 and 

116) 

86: antique mauve 257 (row 89 

and 115) 

87: caramel 506 (row 90 and 114) 

88: moon rock 254 (row 91 and 

113) 

89: hazelnut 503 (row 92 and 112) 

90: silver green 402 (row 93 and 

111) 

91: willow 395 (row 94 and 110) 

92: sage green 212 (row 95 and 

109) 

93: forest green 412 (row 96 and 

108) 

94: petrol blue 400 (row 97 and 

107) 

95: deep ocean green 391 (row 98 

and 106) 

96: dark teal 401 (row 99 and 105) 

97: spruce 244 (row 100 and 104) 

98: fir 525 (row 101 and 103) 

99: anthracite 501 (row 102) 

 


